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11. Summary of the findings of the thesis:

Thesis was to assess the current situation, identify the problems, the cause of the existence period 2010-2014 as a basis for making improvements in expenditure control over the country sachNha Bank Treasury Art Andoi water with regular expenses and expenditures for capital construction investment.

Based on theory and experience of the State Treasury Thanh Hoa, Ha Tinh State Treasury and the results of a baseline study to control the state budget through the State Treasury Nghe An, the thesis has proposed the solutions to improve the causes of these problems. The solution focuses on solving important problems in expenditure control state budget through the State Treasury Nghe time. In particular, some solutions are very close to reality as: Improving the quality of data as a basis to control; Following is a complete solution to the organizational structure of control and power control of the State Treasury officials in the streamlined and ensure efficiency; Notable among the perfect solution process
control state budget expenditures through the State Treasury, the solution provides the basis for accurate cost controls, fast, compact; finally some support solutions such as: Clearly defined responsibilities and powers of the authorities in the management and use of the state budget, penalties for violations in the management and use of the state budget. The proposed solution is quite suitable and capable of high practical application in the control of the state budget expenditures through the State Treasury Nghe An in the future.
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